BRUCE JAY ABRAMS & EUGENE TODD THOMAS UNION

At a lovely home in Castro Heights, a beautiful event took place on January fifteenth, when Bruce Abrams and Eugene Thomas took the vows of Eternal Union of the Orthodox Episcopal Church of God.

With more than seventy persons in attendance, the ceremony was quite simple and very moving.

Both young men are hair stylists and have known each other for quite simple and very moving.
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**DIAINNE DISLOYAL: Betrays Gays!!**

Dianne, Nelder, Tamaras, Barbagarlota join the anti-Gay, anti-porno forces to close--move Gay owned businesses!

SUPERVISOR DIANNE DENNIS SAYS... **MAKE IT SO!**

Many PROMISES TO GAYS.

SHE CANNOT KEEP 'EM.

**KEY**

INTRODUCES PORNO ZONE ORDINANCE... RINGS CMss PROMISED AMENDMENTS TO PROTECT OLD ESTABLISHED BUSINESSES... WHICH JUST HAPPEN TO BE GAY OWNED!

**GAY RIBE RIBBON **

LATEST ACT OF DIANNE & "HER CROW" OF POLICE AND NELDER! (Supervisor!)

COURT ACTION PROMISED AGAINST ORDINANCE.

**ALL THE WAY TO THE TOP.**

GAY EROTIC SHOP AND THE WAY TO THE TOP', AS

"HER CHIEF" OF POLICE AL NELDER (Supervisor)!

**LATEST ACT OF DIANNE & "HER CHIEF" OF POLICE AND NELDER! (Supervisor)!**

**FOR COURT OF APPEAL OVER PROPOSED LAW**

Superintendent Dennis has undertaken the task of moving some of the𝒜pha Beta Kappa's of the Board of Supervisors; Toby Rosenblatt; Ina Dearman; Sue Bierman; Charles Star.

**BY**

A. Councilman for the Board of Supervisors; Toby Rosenblatt; Ina Dearman; Sue Bierman; Charles Star.

**RICK**

A. Councilman for the Board of Supervisors; Toby Rosenblatt; Ina Dearman; Sue Bierman; Charles Star.
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Gay Republicans.... FORM CLUB....TEDDY ROOSEVELT REPUBLICAN.... NICK HAYWARD....THE BOGGERHEDGES Tedd Rosswell, drafted a third term candidacy by the Republican Party, in 1912. Informed your Party, the Bull moose.

Rosswell, a millionaire Republican, fought to control the wealthy section of the city. He was a Republican politician. Many described him as "a Republican with money." Now, in San Francisco, 36 gay people got together under the guidance of a well-known gay leader of the Republican State Central Committee (GC editor) to favor the first ever gay Republican candidate. The group plans to run a candidate in the most reasonable position of politics. Gay Republicans are the first ever gay Republican group to run a candidate in the most reasonable position of politics.

Gay Republicans... Teddy Roosevelt, denied a third term nomination by the candidates for office number two.

ber one priority, and that endorsements and support of candidates for major public offices. The group would have to "play it cool".

Reagan, Senator H.L. Richardson to mention... among the homosexual... to be sure, who do not want to find out I to find their sexual identification in life. There are others, a minority These people are really to be pitied! They are pathetic in so many ways. Some may be an embarassment to my gay sisters and brothers! The pitiful plight of some to an end by beginning with your own life! Another drink.. to escape... escape the shame of what they have be­

SWEETHEART Ball....Star...San Francisco and Robbin...miss gay san Francisco...at the PHOENIX THEATRE FOR SHOW .

L.A. Mayoral Race... Ball....Star...San Francisco and Robbin...miss gay San Francisco...at the PHOENIX THEATRE FOR SHOW .

THEATRE FOR SHOW tUHS.

THE SINS OF JOHNNY:

LARRY LITTLEJOHN "DESTROY SIR."

Littlejohn, pictured above (number 3) with the arrow pointing to him, from an old picture taken of SIR Board members in a more prosperous time, had been involved with the PRIDE Prime Time television show, the "Sons of the Lighthouse" at the January meeting to have SIR Board members in a more prosperous time, just the reasons that he gave. Littlejohn and the Human Rights Commission Gay Advisory Committee, and is an employee of the GLBT Community Center and a supporter of the SIR Board. Board members could not take SIR over and use it for special interest groups in San Francisco Police Department.

The NGTF is supported strongly by David Goodstein and many other gay rights organizations. The NGTF represents the upper-middle class and the mainstream gay community, in contrast to the Foundation. The NGTF represents the upper-middle class and the mainstream gay community.

The NGTF has a very strong hold in Los Angeles at this time. They are currently running... Senior Citizens Club. There is on the Board of the NGTF, and it is controlled by Senior Citizens organizations.

Louisiana Troubles... 

Elaine Bodie ROGERS POLICE IN EFFORT TO BALT GAY RIGHTS MOYSE AND GAY ACTIVISTS, THEY BATTLE!....Barry Beverly, gay rights activist, arrested last September... This year, the charges were dropped when... Beverly showed that he gave a ride, in town for that phone book. The 17-year-old, after finding out what his friends were doing, went on to find... and the NGTF suppressed gay rights organizations. The NGTF suppresses... that the same group, made the charges, was later harassed by Beverly and the NGTF. The NGTF has a policy of making gay people hesabı and suppresses gay rights organizations. The NGTF suppresses gay rights organizations. The NGTF suppresses gay rights organizations.
Andy McDaniels - "SWEETHEART 77"

Andy McDaniels named "Mr. Sweetheart 1977" - 2nd Annual Mr. Sweetheart Selected by Gay Crusader Judges.

A year ago, at the 1st Annual Sweetheart Dance of the GAY CRUSADER and HELPING HANDS, a Mr. Sweetheart and a Miss Sweetheart were selected. This year, only a Mr. Sweetheart was selected, that being the slender youth from Portland Oregon, Andy McDaniels who is a dancer at the SPARTAN CINEMA.

He has hazel eyes, stands 5'11" on talks and weighs but 135 lbs. His hobbies are skating, swimming, and cooking. He makes excellent brownies, according to reliable sources.

Andy, shown in our SWEETHEART poster at the right, in the three largest photos, and a couple of smaller nude shots at either side near the top, found San Francisco to be quite festive.

He has met many people here, and has made some good friends. His only complaint is that there is too much "role-playing" by so many of the homosexuals and gay alike. He feels that San Francisco has its share of "plastic people" just like any other major city.

Just twenty-one years old, Andy realizes that dancing is but a stepping stone in life, and is planning for his old age already.

He has done a few films, very erotic, and is preparing for a production film at the moment, quite of a take-off on the Patty Hearst kidnapping, but a male and gay version of it.

He has met many people here, and has made some good friends. His only complaint is that there is too much "role-playing" by so many of the homosexuals and gay alike. He feels that San Francisco has its share of "plastic people" just like any other major city.

Jockey Shorts Dance Contest Winners....

The first monthly Jockey Shorts Dance Contest at the SPARTAN CINEMA, and the first ever in a movie house, was held in January, and from the pictures you can see at the right, taken by Lee Raymond...you can see that hunky men entered the contest.

The photos, all taken by Lee Raymond, scattered around the three large shots of Andy McDaniels, Mr. Sweetheart 77 who was also in the contest, but not as a contestant...are all very interesting photos.

Particularly the one at the very top, where contestant Brian (Lonnie) is shown kissing Empress-candidate Herman, who was one of the judges. In a male outfit, in the Casa de Colma, Melvina, shown pinning a Herman button on the pants (naughty naughty) of one of the handsome contestants.

The photo with the young man in the white shorts and his hands raised in a "don't hit me" manner, was hired by the SPARTAN afterwards as a dancer, so you can see him daily at the Spartan.

The winner of the $50 cash prize, was Brad Parks, shown holding a bottle of champagne (given to all contestants, as was a bottle of "Rush"), and being kissed by one of the judges.

The runner-up was a former coverperson of the GAY CRUSADER back in 1974, Bill Lopes, who received $25 for his efforts. Bill works at the END-UP a disco, which Randy Johnson also emcees a Jockey Shorts Dance Contest at.

Randy Johnson, the finest emcee in all of gay San Francisco was the host for the event, Randy is shown in a couple of the shots, as is the Rev. Ray Broshars.

The event is held the second Tuesday of every month, with the next one on the 8th of February, starting at 9 PM...contestants are urged to arrive about 8 or 8:30. Judges this next time, include a return by Harvey Milk, and new judges, Shirley, Doreen Dean, and Dickey "Sally" so, arrive early, see the film "Sins of Johnny X", and get up close for the act.
CASTRO CAFE..................484 Castro

MARKET STREET ICE CREAM STATION ..........

P.S. RESTAURANT .................1121 Polk

MINT............................1942 Market

Los Cazos........................525 Castro

Blue Gold.....................136 Turk St.

THE CITY...................937 Montgomery

Cafe - Bars - Baths - Shops

Castro Cafe...414 Castro

Geary St

A Little More ................15th & Potrero

Toad Hall........« ...............482 Castro

The City...................937 Montgomery

Ballroom............................224
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columnist: Mockingbird

GAY CRUSADER

FLAME, NEW PRESIDENT OF FBE? That's the old name for the Fireball, which appeared in San Francisco four years ago, as the doyen of the gay newsletters that have been published ever since.

MELVINA, Chris de Colona, was adopted by the new FLAME LIMITS, and promptly named "Dame God, but I am beautiful," to which the Empire Empress has replied in the same 呼吸する for any enemy.

What will be the ultimate effect of the FLAME LIMITS' change of name? Well, it will probably make the FLAME LIMITS more popular. The name "FLAME LIMITS" is well-known, and will help to attract more subscribers. But the new name, "Dame God, but I am beautiful," is more appealing, and will help to make the FLAME LIMITS more attractive to potential subscribers.

DOUGLAS, who has been writing for the FLAME LIMITS for some time, will continue to do so. He is a very talented writer, and his work is sure to be appreciated by the new subscribers.

EMPIRE, the current editor of the FLAME LIMITS, will continue in his position. He is a great editor, and his work is always of the highest quality.

LARRY EPPINETTE has found a job for an ex-empress! This will be a great opportunity for him, and we are sure that he will do well in his new position.

...and LARRY EPPINETTE could be started up by someone, called, "Dial-a-fla-gastly "OUTER LIMITS," as he gazed into the mirror....

...a funny lady, that mirror is cracked and dirty!...

...JIMMY STAPLETON, daytime barmaid at the *P.S. and also on Tuesday February...

...or another at the restroom at 41st & JFK Drive in Golden...there, JIM HENNESSY, ran off to Reno and got married!...

...as RICHARD ELMON, and RICHARD of SF, and DIRTY cent issue of the BAR DIRTA BOY, sent them a book on...

...Didja know....that RANDY JOHNSON was at one set, by piling up discarded Christmas trees in the doorway.

...tion employees a big thank-you, after they saw a fire in the doorway of the GALLEON that some trash-punks had...

...how long! Must not be any hunky numbers in the hotel!!

...ibate now..he has sworn off sex but he didn't say for...

...Oh yes...the Musicians Union and the Theater Janitor's Open with a production under the guise of an...

...Castro Street, welched on even more promises made! Hmn...

...What person who sez he owns a "greasy spoon" on...

...ANDY McDANIELl, star dancer at the SPARTAN...

...with your "turning gay" ....but, didn't you turn gay back...

...you have been seen to run with, have had something to do...

...no PRIDE Foundation...he resigned from his longtime po...

...ROBBIE ROBILLARD...Where are you.....PRIDE and then you turn around write the crap you wrote in TA...

...Doys publications .....you are a hypocrite! You go to a...

...Tation of Tay.....hey was running around the cafe....NUDE??? Well, little RICK HOOLIHAN, and my heart!!!

...ROBBIE ROBILLARD.....Where are you.....PRIDE sadness you? Signed....JERRY GEORGE!!!

...Lee HATENEVERE of the Afghan Oofa Daffy and Ditty Dubs publications....you are a hypocrite! You go to a press review, you drink very liberally of the champagne, and then you come around the city you were in10 years ago...

...another preview....that way, you won't be able to hit the band that badly any...

...and the hell is this going...

...other bring her.....for the unveiling of MARK MULLIAN's new painting. RON...

...RON RAZ.....Mr. Groovy California, was in town for a show at the SPARTAN CINEMA, he...

...Ray Broshears....all this writer could see was muscles and...

...wine cellar romances don't last...even if you are trying for...

...Is-it true that a certain writer from Santa Rosa for the Bay Area Reporter is working as "otte of those boys"?

...is the voting is Saturday, February 5th at...

...KALENDAR and the March issue of the CRUSADER.

...one DAVID STOLL....soon to be published...nude in the...

...Damn.....VERA CHARLES of the KALENDAR always...

...Who are MARK & TRIXIE '77, was a button on the...

........Congradulations to the new KING & QUEEN of the '...

...and change people, and that he should understand that God loves ALL PEOPLE and not just those who who are...

...But, in the discussion with Reverend Philpot, about his ministry to ex-gays, you can sense contempt in his voice,....his hand as it hit LEE's butt, slipped.....

...When LEE RAYMOND was born, and the doctor...

...of the fallible and imperfect human...

...Be sure that you are not using thse hosti...

...Jesus, that there is nothing unclean of...

..."All have sinned and come short of the...

...But of the fallible and imperfect human...

...that there is nothing unclean of...

......"GAiV' _...

...KNIGHT OMAI.. CLAIRMID...AND ASIANCB
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Lee Raymond

MONDAYS at the Club Frisco
JOCKEY Shorts DANCE Contest

Mr. B's

GAY CRUSADER

ALL ADS TEN CENTS PER WORD (includes phone number as one word) SEND ALL ADS ALONG WITH CASH, CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: GAY CRUSADER, Post Office Box 1528, San Francisco, California 94101. 10 cents per word...a real bargain! (415) 771-3366

PERSONAL

WANTED...GAY YOUTH...not over 19, small...at home with pool, fireplace, your own room, bath, located in S.F. western most area. Reply with phone number. Please call Tom, Post Office Box 998, Mountain View, California 94043. (415) 381-7812

BRIAN 441-8518
BRIAN...FOR THE DISCRIMINATING MALE....25% on advertising saleperson needed... 626-3131

Housing & Hotels
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Petition to Change Elections

Barbara Bell, a circumventing petition to change term of Mayor to 2 years, same for Sheriff and District Attorney—Surprise Move!

A petition calling for a special election this spring to change the terms of the Office of Mayor, Sheriff and the District Attorney was being circulated in San Francisco today. All three would be for 2 years instead of the current 4 years.
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I AM NOT A CANDIDATE FOR SUPERVISOR— Truly, despite all reassurance and statements which I had been given, I finally realized that I am not a candidate for any public office...this year!

PROPOSITION 1 REPEAL PETITION DRIVE STILL COMING... If you are among the 7000 of San Francisco's District Supervisor who have the right to bring a recall petition against the district supervisor of your choice, you are encouraged to sign the petition. The sponsors of the recall petition plan to gather the necessary number of signatures by the end of May.

GAY CRUSADER  issue 14 1 May 1977
The Crusader is published every week, both in the city and north, by the Crusader Publishing Co., 1339 Market Street, San Francisco, California 94101. The Crusader is a non-profit educational organization of the Gay Liberation Alliance of San Francisco. It is an educational publication of the Gay Liberation Alliance of San Francisco. It is not the official organ of any political party. All who speak of my attending the Republican State Convention next year will be treated as impostors.

BOYCOTT ORANGES & JUICE FROM FLORIDA!

The San Francisco Board of Supervisors has voted to support a national boycott of oranges and orange juice from Florida. The boycott is a protest against the state's anti-gay laws.

In South of Market Motel...

A Roman Catholic priest was found slain in this motel. The priest had rented a room and asked for twin beds when he checked in. He was found dead in bed, apparently from a self-inflicted gunshot wound. Speculation is that the priest picked up a hitchhiker who then killed him.

REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION A GOOD TIME FOR GAY CRUSADER— The Gay Crusader was represented at the Republican State Convention in Sacramento this month. The convention was a good time for us, and we hope it will be good for the Republican party. We are glad to see the move towards a more liberal, more open, and more gay-friendly party.

GAY FREEDOM DAY PARADE COMMITTEEassel tax-exempt status help by pride foundation— At the February 15th meeting of Pride, the Board of Directors discussed the issue of whether or not to make the Parade group a private corporation.

IN TOUCH MAGAZINE—"ANTIGAY LIBERATION—The 'Touch' Magazine in Los Angeles, has come out with a heavy attack on gay liberation. They are attacking the gay community with their 'whitewash' of dark situations, when you oppose exploitation of the mentally ill. Yes, crusading for justice and morality in a segment of society where low on morality is difficult. Trying to tell gay people about Christ is almost impossible, you must tell them the truth. But, we must continue, if you believe in the divinity of man...he can be saved!

Love not hate, is the solution to most of the problems of the world.

Love of fellowman, love of God, love of Christ, all give us the strength that is necessary to make us a better person. Love not hating...try love instead of hating...try love instead of jealousy.
Long have we heard people like Jeff Buckey of the defunct CALIFORNIA SCENE, cry wolf.... so much so, that they gay community leaders no longer raise an eye when the matter of Syndicate operations within the gay businesses of our city is brought up.

Now, we find that money has entered the mainstream in the gay community, and it is becoming quite evident. Money is laundered through some of these businesses.

And the Syndicate persons know that because of the very close relationship between the gay community and the current mayor and his police department, that using gay businesses which the police stay the hell out of, is one good way to exchange drugs, and not just a few, but hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of heroin....and to bring in "dirty money" and exchange it for good money, and then "launder" that "dirty money" by investing it to change to the good good customers.

The San Francisco Police Department stays out of the cause of the Gay Liberation aspect, they will go after the pinhead "drug peddler" knows this. But, with the advent of the Justice Department investigators, and the corruption. The local police department there would never even think of an investigation.

San Francisco District Attorney Joseph Freitas Stockton California, headquarter s of the head of the Syndicate here in California, a gentleman whose parents came from Italy, is a homophobe, and is one of the key Syndicate operators. A gentleman who depends upon our MUNI.

Of the Fruit Punch collective.

Blues", a drama with music adapted for radio by the of Supervisors constant chopping at the MUNI budget. The MUNI is not able to keep the coaches running equipment as does the Number 25 Bryant/Leavenworth due to lack of mechanics to repair them. Then, when we have the mechanics to repair them, we don't wish to have a MUNI railway. They all have much more and have an eye to heir "stupidvisors"!

The MUNI as it is designed, is the most efficient in all of the United States. As of now, the suggestion of the Board of Supervisors constant chopping at the MUNI budget. A former Mayor and Supervisor, John Barbagelata, Supervisor and Realtor, is one of the hash...doesn't get off the stick and vote the funds for the mechanics.

The new Barbagelata proposal of district Supervisors brings on the part of our Board of Supervisors and of the Mayor? Well, like San Franciscans do to a point, we are going to need the spare parts, and that is going to go back to the lack of funds for qualified mechanics and funds for parts.

The citizens of San Francisco deserve better!

The city-wide election, they are all going to be thrown out of the Board of Supervisors.
DISCO TRIPPING
BILLY JENKINS

FRUIT TRUNK
Every Wednesday 10-11 pm
KPFA 94fm
Theatre Lounges

Showcase A Dour Theater

The Showcase Theater on Mason Street between Franciscan and California (across from the Monte Carlo) is an excellent example of the kind of venue that has been facing increasing challenges due to changing tastes and the rising costs of doing business. As the owner, I recognize the need for change, but it has not been easy to make the decision to close. The Showcase has been a beloved fixture in our community for many years, and it has been a source of joy and entertainment for many people. We have had the pleasure of hosting countless talented performers and artists, and we have always been committed to providing a space where people could come together to enjoy themselves.

Formula 99
SOME SLICK NEWS
About Formula 99
A long awaited version of the latest line of anti-aging serums is finally available. The new product contains a blend of anti-inflammatory agents that work to reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. It is recommended for use twice daily, in the morning and evening, and it should be applied after your cleanser but before your moisturizer. I have personally used this product and I am very impressed with the results. My skin feels smoother and more hydrated, and the fine lines around my eyes have noticeably reduced.

6. If you missed us in the last edition, we unveiled our new-found BILLY JENKINS!!!
BILLY JENKINS is the new face of our Saturday night show. With his charismatic presence and dynamic stage presence, he is sure to keep the crowd dancing and enjoying the music. BILLY JENKINS is a talented performer and a great addition to our team. Don't miss him this Saturday night!

7. Old & Gay is Sad!
Being old, gay, or straight, is a crime in society today...at least that is the impression one gains when they see how diagnosically we treat our older Americans. The agers in many of the leading cities such as Philadelphia, New York, and San Francisco, are forced to live... and I do mean, forced! How are they "forced" you might say? Well, you do know that you can completely live on an income which Social Security gives, which is based upon how much you earned? Think about it... you are in San Francisco, they have an income of $15,000 per year; they may pay their rent, buy food for a month, clothing, toiletries, bus fare, entertainment, and of course the list goes on and on. Quite to the contrary, the aged do NOT pay for all the medicines, and does not pay for all the medicines. Try living on $15,000 per year and be self-sufficient and informed.

Now... that is gay or straight.
But, let us look at the plight of the aging person. Their lifestyle is very special, in that the gay lifestyle being what it is, it makes the older gay person about as welcome as the reclusive elderly's body wishes. They can "make" and "do" just as they please. If they want to do something that is-safe and legal, they can make it so they do "make" and "can" do "do" the things they do. If they are a gay person, then it is safe and legal to do those things they do. So, we can say that they do "make" and "do" the things they do. If they want to do something that is-safe and legal, they can make it so they do "make" and "do" the things they do. If they are a gay person, then it is safe and legal to do those things they do. So, we can say that they do "make" and "do" the things they do.


**columnist: Mockingbird**

Web Mockingbirdfans. Have us in again, and we still have the same old web mockingbird. Oh yes, the weather is so fine, oh well, thanks for noticing. This is a very nice day, and you may want to visit the beach or do some other outdoor activity. We hope you enjoy your time there.
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-Member of the Flying Nun. Habit, ha?
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-At the Station who is reported to be breaking up with the Post Street just off Polk. “The eagle swoops down and palp.....
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-On Royce, known as the “great bald eagle of the west”...
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-And speaking of call February... jemember John?
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-Which just ran an article written by Gary Collins on the Q.T. as reported earlier. That’s the place that hunky and please... get a couple of new waiters, one you have...
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-...Those wedding bells already broke... yes, those two and the Safeway brand...
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-Who is Helen Highball? Is it the wistful bartender at the P.S. who hides in Mill Valley?...
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-...the games people play... that human being of the dirty old city, and enroll in an acting school, then maybe he could land some of those whoppers too!
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-ELMER of the Club Frisco has a new man...RAY of you would like to write to Guy, please let us hear...
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-It is a good thing that the obviously narcissistic... “Rusty” on the closing night, when he in complete con...
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-Yes, Jack Wrangler still lives... and he packed them in for four days and...
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-Those are the questions, please send your answers to me...
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-Do you know which three actresses played the person with the most correct and the earliest post...
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-5. It’s a Wonderful Life & The Greatest Show On Earth...
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-2. Archibald Leach...
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-1. Fred Astaire...
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-501, San Francisco 94109. Send in your answers within one week from the date of publication, March 1st, and enroll in an acting school, then maybe he could land some of those whoppers too!
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-For Gay Community organizations, businesses, mail order, services, or for information...
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-To the good newspaper you will find a complete list of nominees...
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-What and who are the nominees. This is the most likely...
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-They have won awards. It will be worth the money...
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-Best wishes on your new one, when ever it...
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-Elmer is a “desert devil”...
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-Those wedding bells already broke... yes, those two and the Safeway brand...
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-At the Station who is reported to be breaking up with the Post Street just off Polk. “The eagle swoops down and palp...
DIRTY BIZ By Yellow "Journalists?"

Journalism has always been one of the most sacred privileges of "freedom of the press". As a profession, it is considered to be the "fourth estate" and "watchdog" of society. However, there are instances when the so-called "journalists" abuse their privileges and duties.

We had at one time the very interesting and informative, FORUM, published by Carl Jordan, who was the editor and publisher of the Gay Liberation movement as well as to their own personal lives. Mike was a person who really left you with a deep impression. His dedication, his zeal, and his action, were examples to all younger gays. Mike recently was upset over the ending of the June 28th Union, a political gay group which had brought San Francisco into the 21st century. Mike had been afflicted on and off for the past few years with the ailment. Chuck Stevens was well liked by all who knew him, and his passing is greatly mourned. A tragic loss to our community.

Dead at the age of 23, Tom Heatley-Cox, shot himself through the chest at his mother's home in Michigan. During my twelve years here in San Francisco, I have seen many die for no real reason, except they had nothing to live for. The illnesses seem to be able to bear a little better. Yes my friends, turn to Jesus when in need, and He will help you, maybe not in the material way you might seek, but He will give you what is most important...peace, in times that no amount of money can ever buy.

NEWSPAPERS

The cities are full of newspapers, but there are few in each city which reach the majority of the city's population, and few reach the majority of the city's population, and few reach the city's population. With the help of many of the other gay papers are as follows:

We had at one time the very interesting and informative, FORUM, published by Carl Jordan, who was the editor and publisher of the Gay Liberation movement as well as to their own personal lives. Mike was a person who really left you with a deep impression. His dedication, his zeal, and his action, were examples to all younger gays. Mike recently was upset over the ending of the June 28th Union, a political gay group which had brought San Francisco into the 21st century. Mike had been afflicted on and off for the past few years with the ailment. Chuck Stevens was well liked by all who knew him, and his passing is greatly mourned. A tragic loss to our community.

Dead at the age of 23, Tom Heatley-Cox, shot himself through the chest at his mother's home in Michigan. During my twelve years here in San Francisco, I have seen many die for no real reason, except they had nothing to live for. The illnesses seem to be able to bear a little better. Yes my friends, turn to Jesus when in need, and He will help you, maybe not in the material way you might seek, but He will give you what is most important...peace, in times that no amount of money can ever buy.

NEWSPAPERS

The cities are full of newspapers, but there are few in each city which reach the majority of the city's population, and few reach the majority of the city's population, and few reach the city's population. With the help of many of the other gay papers are as follows:

1. **San Francisco Sentinel**
   - Editor: Paul Torch
   - Publisher: Bob Ross
   - Address: BENRO Reno and Salt Lake City.
   - Circulation: 12,000
   - Published: bi-weekly

2. **Gay Alliance (GLA)**
   - Address: 600 copies to Sacramento.

3. **Sentinel**
   - Address: 12,000
   - Published: bi-weekly

4. **Rip Off Rag**
   - Address: 5,000
   - Published: bi-weekly

5. **COMPASS**
   - Address: 7,500
   - Published: bi-weekly

6. **JOCKEY Shorts DANCE Contest**
   - Address: 6th & Market Street, near the BART Station on Powell.

7. **Gay Liberation movement as well as to their own personal lives. Mike was a person who really left you with a deep impression. His dedication, his zeal, and his action, were examples to all younger gays. Mike recently was upset over the ending of the June 28th Union, a political gay group which had brought San Francisco into the 21st century. Mike had been afflicted on and off for the past few years with the ailment. Chuck Stevens was well liked by all who knew him, and his passing is greatly mourned. A tragic loss to our community.

Dead at the age of 23, Tom Heatley-Cox, shot himself through the chest at his mother's home in Michigan. During my twelve years here in San Francisco, I have seen many die for no real reason, except they had nothing to live for. The illnesses seem to be able to bear a little better. Yes my friends, turn to Jesus when in need, and He will help you, maybe not in the material way you might seek, but He will give you what is most important...peace, in times that no amount of money can ever buy.
THANK YOU.....MR. B! 

Alcoholics Anonymous meetings as a public service  

SUNDAYS 

MONDAYS 

TUESDAYS... 12 NOON @ Hospitality House  

8 6 3 -4 9 4 0  

P . O .  B O X  5  1  

THURSDAYS...8:30 PM @ Congregational Church  

GAY A.A.  

Meeting Places  

The GAY CRUSADER provides this list of Gay Alcoholic Anonymous meetings as a public service to the community.  

SUNDAYS...8 PM @ Congregational Church  

MONDAYS...8 PM @ Congregational Church  

TUESDAYS...12 NOON @ Hospitality House  

THURSDAYS...8 PM @ 200 Golden Gate Ave 

WEDNESDAYS...8 PM @ 515 Market Avenue  

FRIDAYS...3 PM @ Acceptance House  

SATURDAYS...8 PM @ 1710 Golden Gate Ave  

BAY AREA DIGNITY  

Bay Area Gay Catholic  

1272 Market Street  

326-5083  

Singing and Playing at our piano bar for YOU.....

Bob Sandner

Wednesday through Saturday 9:30 - 1:30 and Jim Sullivan

Sunday through Tuesday 9:30 - 3:00

1121 Polk Street

"We serve only California Orange Juice!"

PL 441-7978  

PAUL, BENTLEY owner of the fabulous "TOOZ" downtown  

Spartan, 320 Post Street, is offering BIG prizes this time on the May 8th contest with the exception of three new ones. The judges ask the contestants various questions and help to make for a very entertaining evening.  

You may be asking, "What do I have to do to win?"  

The answer is simple, you must attend and bring a friend. The more the merrier. The winner will receive a one year membership to Spartan, 320 Post Street, an end of the evening...or any of the many prizes to include a bottle of "Rush" presented to the winning contestant courtesy of the Empress of Coma Melvina.  

Spartan, 320 Post Street, will be emceeing at the SPARTAN CINEMA every second Tuesday of the month at 9 PM the Jockey Shorts and the afternoon...........while on Sundays, when not at the END UP, I will be at the GOLDEN RIVET for the shows and every Tuesday for the dressing at FREEDOM.  

Keeping busy, that's me! That way, when one has a problem, they don't have time to think about it!  

So til later ....see ya round and hand in there...oh! and don't forget the 15th of May is the beginning of the new month.  

GAY CRUSADER  

430 EDDY  

HOTEL  

NEW MANAGEMENT  

JEFFERSON  

130 EDDY  

Quiet. Convenience. Security. (415) 685-5052  

ANGEL JOHNNY  

Is Coming.....!
**SACRAMENTO NEWS** by Ron & David

Ron: Ray saw the rock-folk band, CONAN-STM REGIS at the north Sacramento bar at which it was playing. I am a member of that band (we are available for bookings). Ray treated .lover David and I to...what else...chicken dinner, mining a year since. Ray joined us in Holy Union on stage at the Society for Individual Rights at the Sweetheart Ball.

MAX a member of the band CONAN-ST-REGIS was busy keeping certain parts of his body protected from the roving hands of the San Francisco minister. See you Ray.

For all you FMers, several members of the community feel that K.Z.A.P. radio is discriminatory towards gays. Several complaints have been made about the records it is playing, including "C.B. Savage" which is very anti-gay. It is obvious that K.Z.A.P. is no longer a "hippie rock station" but just another business.

For this reason these members urge that K.Z.A.P radio and all sponsors be boycotted and tell them why.

Oh you, I forgot it, want to also say that the Recover Ray Brothers was on Channel 10 here in Sacramento on Sunday evening. He is about the only gay who has been on local TV here in years. Right on! And thank you Channel 10 for your good news reporting.

See that a paper called 'Rip Off Ray' is now in town... don’t know how long this. The Sacramento columnist sure doesn’t write much about Sacramento tho.

FRANK of Bob & Frank’s UNDERPASS are that “we are the friendliest bar in town”...and I do know that, as do most all Capital City gays.

Hey, don’t forget...go to church on Sundays at the MCC (Metropolitan Community Church), located at 2741 - 34th Street. They have phone counselling at 451-5552, and they open daily. Monday nights they have a Youth Group; Tuesday nights is Gay Rap; and on Friday they have Live J.A. The really nice Rev. Frieda Smith is the pastor.

DIGNITY the gay Catholic group meets the 2nd Monday of the month, gives them a call at 422-4305 S-WM. Wow, so much religion this...but I’m still the same!

Don’t forget, stop in for a quick one at the UNDERPASS, you’ll like it!

The band, CONAN-STM-REGIS has been a bit busy lately, but, we have a few openings coming up soon, so if you would like to have a good band play for your gay function anywhere in northern California, give us a call, ask for me, Ron, 864-3432.

The same good if you want any news items in the CRUSADER, just give me a call. Oh yes, all space is available too.

CONAN-ST-REGIS has a single re-cut out, and it is available at all TOWER RECORDS, and on many of the juke boxes around town.

Remember, music soothes the savage beast...even MAX!

Keep yourtruckin’...see either in person or in the April issue of the GAY ACTION COALIT.

CRUSADER. Get those news items in person or in the April issue of the GAY ACTION COALITION.

Wow, so much religion this...but I’m still the same!

Celebrate Gay Love And Liberation!

Defy The Supreme Court!

Come To Washington, D.C., Saturday, May 21, 1977!

To demonstrate our gay humanity, the May 21 Gay Action Coalition has committed itself to building for a day of mass picketing of the U.S. Supreme Court followed by celebrations of lesbian and gay male love. We have chosen Saturday, May 21, 1977, in order to mark with outrage the first anniversary of the homophobic Supreme Court decision upholding Virginia’s sodomy laws, a federal precedent that will adversely affect the lives of gay people for years to come. We have chosen that day also to defy repression with celebrations of love, to which our sisters and brothers are invited to share food, music, crafts and street theatre.
ESPECIALLY IMPRESSIVE IS THE PERFECTLY LIT, ROCK-STeady AND SENSUOUS PHOTOGRAPHY! - New West

TEWELVE
at
NOON
FEATURING
CLARK STEVENS
DUFF PAXTON
TOM SAWYER
KURT WILLIAMS
RANDY CRiSS
DOUG THOMPSON
and TIM O'BRIAN, MR. CMC CARNIVAL

THE NOB Hl
729 bush 781-9468